Top 14 Resources To Validate Your
Business Idea
“Validation” is a term that gets a lot of attention nowadays. The advent of the lean movement has
brought with it tools like the “build-measure-learn” loop, customer development and split tests.
Unfortunately, a lot of entrepreneurs struggle with how to validate their ideas.




What tools should they use?
What does a good experiment look like?
Where’s the line between validated and invalidated?

We decided to create this free tool for you to answer these questions quickly.
But first, who are we anyway?
Rob Johnson
Rob is a managing director for TechStars Metro and a serial entrepreneur. He is the cofounder of
Makers Academy, Europe’s largest coding bootcamp. He has had dozens of entrepreneurial failures
and knows a lot of wrong ways to do things – and maybe a couple of right ways.
Luke Szyrmer
Luke is a B2B software product manager in the hedge fund industry. Formerly developer, financial
analyst, and affiliate marketer. Long-time direct marketing nerd. Big fan of quantitative marketing
techniques.
London Lean Startup Circle activist, #LeanCoffee organizer in London, Lean Startup Machine alum,
and early- stage startup mentor on SoHelpful.me and YNiche.com.

What is “validation” anyway?
Validation is simply the concept of trying to ensure that your business or product idea has real
potential without wasting a lot of time and money on it. It sounds simple, but unfortunately it’s a
common struggle for a lot of entrepreneurs for one single reason: confirmation bias.
Human beings are impressively good at tricking ourselves into believing things that aren’t true.
Entrepreneurs especially are encouraged to be visionaries and see things that other people don’t
see. This idea of “believing” in one’s vision is often taken as an excuse to not validate that the idea
actually has potential.
Together we have experience going through the validation process with dozens of businesses so we
want to share some of the things that we’ve learned.

First off, we’ll start with the experiments themselves. By “experiment” we mean the exact same
thing that your 6th grade science teacher meant. Follow the scientific method step-by-step:

1. Make a hypothesis.
This is your first step and it’s unfortunately here where most people go astray.
Here are some tips:
- Test a single thing at a time. Don’t make your hypothesis “This business can be successful” because
that’s nearly impossible to test. Most things are “possible” and achieving that would require you to
build the entire business which defeats the purpose of trying to avoid wasting time and money.
- Test the riskiest things first.
- If you’re not sure what to test, make these your first three hypotheses:
1) This problem exists.
2) My solution is superior to the other options on the market for a specific group of people.
3) This solution will make money.

2. Test this hypothesis by designing an experiment.
Once the hypothesis is ready, then you design an experiment to test it. An experiment has these
elements:
1) A repeatable action
The experiment needs to be something that can be tested on a sample size of people. This might
include driving traffic to a website or talking to potential customers.
2) A predicted result that you choose as the “validation line” BEFORE the experiment starts
Many entrepreneurs make a mistake at this point. They don’t predict the results of their experiment
beforehand and then they succumb to “hindsight bias” by rationalizing why something happened.
Don’t do this.
Make a prediction about what you think will happen, then ask yourself what conclusions you will
draw if it happens. For example, let’s say that we’re going to drive 100 people to a landing page that
describes the problem and says that we have a solution. People can express interest by inputting
their email address to get more information.
Based on the fact that I really think this problem is big (or else I wouldn’t be trying to solve it) I think
we’ll get 10 email addresses.
What I do at this point is that I sit with my team and we go around the room and ask ourselves three
questions:
1. If we get 5 email addresses, what conclusion will we draw?
2. If we get 10 email addresses, what conclusion will we draw?

3. If we get 20 email addresses, what conclusion will we draw?
You’ll notice that I picked one number below and above what I actually think will happen, then we
discuss what conclusions we’ll draw. What this does is it eliminates the chance that someone will
question the validity of the experiment after-the-fact. It also gives us an idea of where our
“validation line” is or, in other words, how many email addresses do we need to say that we believe
this problem is sufficiently large.

3. Data
Then we measure the data. This can be difficult because some experiments will be invalidated and
people don’t want to listen. They’ll say “well, that didn’t count” or “that wasn’t my target audience.”
If you’re going to do that, why run the experiment at all? Trust your data and trust your
experiments.
With this quick overview of validation and experiment design out of the way, let’s dive into the
resources you can use:

Who To Speak To
Starting a new business always revolves around speaking with people, as it’s people who make the
ultimate decision to buy. Or not to buy.

Customers
“Customer Development” is a term coined by Steve Blank in his landmark book “4 Steps to the
Epiphany.” At its essence, customer development is simply the process of talking to your customers
to test the assumptions that you have about your business.
The problem is that a lot of entrepreneurs do something like this:
Entrepreneur: If I build product X will you buy it?
Prospect: Probably, yes.
Entrepreneur: Thanks (Thinking they’ve validated that assumption)
Customer Development is a huge topic and can be fairly complex, but here are a few rules of thumb
to go by:
- Don’t ask questions that make people predict their behavior (like the one above). Humans are bad
at predicting behavior. Period. This includes asking if they’ll buy something and how much they’ll pay
for it. Do NOT trust their answers to this.
- Don’t ask questions about people’s opinions. Opinions change and you don’t want to invest tons of
money and time into somebody’s opinion.
- Do ask measurement questions. “How many international flights did you take last year?” is a
measurement question. “Were you afraid when you took any of those flights?” is also a
measurement question. (Note that by “measurement” I don’t necessarily mean quantitatively.)

Industry Experts

Sit down and have a frank discussion with some industry experts about your idea. You don’t have to
follow their advice, but you should definitely hear what it is so that you can at least consider it.
Particularly, we encourage people to pitch VCs even if they don’t want to raise funding because it’s
another data point on things worth considering.
If you are entering a new niche, experts can give you golden ideas--ones worth testing in your new
business.

Find Attractive Niches
1. Google Trends: www.google.com/trends
If demand is growing, it’s a good idea. The last thing you want to do is pour your heart into a
business for a few years, only to find out—after a long uphill battle—that demand is flat or
shrinking. Search keywords give you insight into interest around particular keywords. It’s
much easier to sell something which your prospect already wants.

2. Ideal Prospect: pen and paper
Sit down and write out who you think will want to buy this product, and anything you
already know about such people. Ideally these are people you already know and relate to. If
you have any friends who fit these criteria, call them first and ask them for feedback on your
product idea, in order to get a first cut. If you don’t know anyone in this target market, you’ll
need to consider whether you’ll be able to find prospects, speak their language, and enjoy
dealing with these clients. Every time this step is skipped, it severely cuts into the
effectiveness of all further marketing.

[source: Betsy Weber]

3. Analogs

An “analog” is simply an example of a product that is currently solving the same problem that
you’re solving.
A lot of people think saying, “I don’t have any competitors” is a good thing. It’s not.
Having zero competitors is a huge red flag that has “If there are no competitors, how do you
know that this problem is real?” written all over it.
The analogs don’t need to have a solution that’s even close to yours, but you do want to make
sure that they have sales.
Example:

[source: dan nevill]

- Let’s say that you’ve invented a sticky candy that, in the process of eating it, cleans people’s
teeth so that they don’t need to brush anymore:
The problem: smelly breath, unclean mouth
Analogs: toothbrushes, toothpaste, mouthwash, mints
Google around and take note of prices, the copywriting, etc.

Get in Front of Customers Fast

4. Amazon Mechanical Turk (in the US and B2C): https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
For consumer interviews, it’s hard to beat Amazon Mechanical Turk to get targeted traffic in
a variety of niches.

The definitive resources on how to do this Justin Wilcox’ blog post:
http://customerdevlabs.com/2012/08/21/using-mturk-to-interview-100-customers-in-4hours/

5. LinkedIn (for B2B prospects): http://www.linkedin.com/
With a cold email, you can reach lots of people with very specific job roles. If you want to
reach people to interview, sign up for a paid account and start using InMail to reach
prospects en masse, to see if your idea has any value.

6. Google Adwords click to call (B2C and B2B): adwords.google.com
Another option for both consumer and business products, Adwords click to call gets people
who are interested in specific search terms to call you at a convenient time.

7.

SoHelpful: http://try.sohelpful.me/

Sit down and manually help people with the problem. You learn so much in the
process of actually helping people that it’s worth the time.
This obviously doesn’t scale very well, but helping a few hundred people will go a
very long way in giving you a gut feeling about your idea.

Collect and Organize Market Feedback
8. PickFu: www.pickfu.com
Test out the associations people have with your product name, idea, or design. Get back
feedback within 20 minutes. Amazing tool.

9. Post-Its: http://www.agilelasagna.com/best-lean-startup-tool-experience/
With Post-Its you can note down lots of ideas or angles, and also customer feedback when
you speak with them. With ideas, quantity is quality. The best ideas often come after you get
through your first 20. David Ogilvy, the original Mad Man, would start picking his favourite
option, after he’d already generated at least 75.

[source: Ignacio Palomo Duarte]

Test Propositions

10. LeadPages: www.leadpages.net
Set up a landing page with a split test which you can use to test out two different
hypotheses…fast. By changing your headline or images you use as a “free e-book cover”, you
can check what drives buyer action (as opposed to just getting opinions). Once you’ve
narrowed down the propositions significantly with PickFu, this is a great place to go next.

11. QuickMVP: http://www.quickmvp.com
Another favourite that’s similar to leadpages.net is quickmvp.com. While it isn’t as effective
at generating leads, quickmvp.com gives you the ability to test for purchase intent directly in
the application. It also gives you the ability to run tests directly within the application.

12. Mailchimp: www.mailchimp.com
If you get people to sign up on a list, what better place to host them than on a decent
mailing list provider. Mailchimp has detailed stats on who opens your emails and who
engages with them. It also integrates with the above options.

Other email providers such as aweber and getresponse also provide a good start. While you
don’t absolutely need one to get started, a good autoresponder sequence as a funnel will
increase your conversion rate at least 4x relative to cold traffic.
13. Kickstarter: https://www.kickstarter.com/
If you have a product idea, kickstarted is a great form of validation. Definitely do your homework
to optimize your campaign, but if you can’t raise enough funding on Kickstarter - you should
seriously ask yourself if you’ll be able to actually sell the product when it’s ready.

14. Concierge MVP
This is quasi-related to Sohelpful in that a “concierge MVP” is the process of manually
helping your customer with their problem.
Rob here:
I consulted with a company a few months ago that wanted to provide transportation
assistance to travellers. The idea was that a traveller would input a city that they
were flying to and the product (a web application) would give them tons of
transportation information on how to get to the center of the city from the airport.
When I met them, they had plans for how they were going to aggregate gigabytes
worth of data into a huge database to be queried each time a city was put into the
system. They wanted to get thousands of airports worldwide up and running before
testing if people were going to use it. I advised them to do a concierge MVP. By this,
I told them to set up a landing page that explained the service that had two text
fields: email and the city they were flying to. If they got an email, they were to
manually do the research using Google and email the person the results.
Pretty technically complex huh?
The point is that most products can be reduced down to this and it’s great for validating if
the problem and your idea for an initial solution are compelling to your customer.

Take Action
All of the above require quite a bit of finesse, to make sure you’re not wasting time or money.

To unsure you aren’t paying a “stupidity tax” on what you don’t know about what you don’t know,
check out Launch Tomorrow .

